Breweries
The once numerous local breweries in East Yorkshire have long since vanished, with only a few remaining. Two hundred years ago, in almost every village there was a common brewer, or brewing
victualler, producing beer for local customers. At the beginning of the 18th century, the ‘brewing victualler’ made most of the beer sold. He bought malted barley locally and hops from travelling agents
And produced enough beer for his customers, and maybe one or two other public houses. Later the title changed to the ‘common brewer’ when they were able by law to sell beer only to other
publicans and private customers. The end of the 19th century saw the takeover of small breweries unable to compete with the larger ones. This led to ‘branches’ or agencies being used far away from
the main home base, and the old site being used as a depot.
The small brewer had virtually disappeared.

Public House Breweries
The breweries in public houses were small, with simple equipment. This was usually a one-quarter plant, designated in the traditional manner by the quantity of malted barley used in each brew. A
five-quarter plant was able to mash five quarters (i.e. 5 x 28Ib) of malt per brew, producing 27 ¾ barrels (1 barrel = 36 imperial gallons) of bitter. The brewing skill was passed from generation to
generation. Boys were apprenticed to other brewers or with their own kin.
Brewing victuallers often combined other skills, as brewing was a seasonal activity. Robert Sanders of Leven was victualler, brewer, maltster, coal merchant, corn miller and vet at The New Inn. Some
brewing families established dynasties, such as the Jackson’s of Aldbrough and Keyingham.

East Street Brewery at Kilham
The brewery is on the North side of East Street, with the stump of the chimney still there
and with the brewery house on the left. The brewery was probably established around
the mid 19th century. Richard Knaggs was brewer from c1841-1851 in East Street, and
owned four inns by 1851. He was born in 1816 in Kilham, with his son Richard being
born also in Kilham. By 1859, Richard Knaggs junior was running the business, and
continued until around 1895.

Chimney stump at East Street
Brewery, Kilham

East Street Brewery, Kilham

Providence Brewery at Burton Pidsea
In 1840 Peter Drew was a beer-house keeper in Burton Pidsea. By 1852 he had also
established Providence Brewery, which was on the north side of the main street. The
brewery was on the right of the building, with the adjoining brewery house to the left.
Peter Drew was born in 1793 at Oustwick. In 1851 he employed two men including
John Billany as brewer’s servant, who was born in 1826 in Hollym. Peter Drew died
in 1868 aged 75; Leonard ford was then brewer from 1857-1859, and then Ralph
Jackson from around 1872.The business seemed to have been given up in the
1870’s.

Providence Brewery, Burton Pidsea

King William IV at Cottingham
William Thurloe, brewer and innkeeper, purchased the King William IV in Hallgate in 1862.
Previously the pub had been known as The Prince of Wales. William was victualler there
from around 1872- 1879 until he died aged 54 years.
During the 1880’s a brewery was built behind the King William and by 1892 Henry and
William Thurloe were brewers, maltsters and cab proprietors from the public house; the
pub also had it’s own coach house and stables.
The Brewery was sold to the Hull Brewery Company Ltd. in 1892, with the maltings to the
west of the Public House passed to Ness and Company. How long it remained as a brewery after that is not known. The former maltings were converted into a shop in 1939 and
demolished in 1977.
The old brewery room with the surviving chimney is at present used as a function room.
The Cottingham and the old Kilham Brewery chimneys, are the only ones left in the East
Riding.

Beer bottle dating from 1820-50 found
during an excavation in Faxfleet.
ERYC Museums Service collection

King William IV, Cottingham
Chimney in the old Brewing Room
-now a function room

Beer barrel taps

Barley and Hops: the main ingredients of ale.

Remaining brewery chimney and stump
King William IV, Cottingham

The Origins of Pub Names

The Queen’s Head, Hedon

In the past most people were illiterate so it was necessary for shops to display pictorial

This was originally called the Horse and Jockey but in 1832

signs to advertise what they sold. In Roman times vine leaves were hung outside a shop

the landlord, Christopher Webster, renamed it Euryalus after a

selling wine. In Britain early alehouses hung a long pole, known as an alestake, outside
and if they also sold wine the pole would be draped with foliage, following the Roman
tradition.
In 1393 Richard II passed an act requiring all inns and alehouses to display an individual
identifying sign for the official Ale Taster. These early signs often had religious themes,
for example. Cross Keys, these being the emblem of St Peter. When Henry VIII split from

warship which had fought in the Battle of Trafalgar. However,
the name was so difficult to pronounce that it did not last long
and five years later it was renamed the Queen’s Head to
celebrate Queen Victoria’s accession to the throne. No-one
appears to have told the artist who painted the sign of the

Rome these fell out of favour, to be replaced by names such as King’s Head and Rose

name’s origin though as it shows the head of Queen Elizabeth I.

and Crown. Finally, the 1751 Licensing Act required all licensed premises to register an

During the nineteenth century the building became an important

approved name.

social centre, hosting balls and theatrical performances.

One of the most common names is Red Lion. This dates from the time of James I who
ordered that the red lion of Scotland be displayed outside all important buildings. During

The Queen’s Head, Hedon

the nineteenth century the coming of the railways led to many pubs being renamed the
Station Hotel or the Railway Tavern, but as the lines closed so the pubs were often renamed.
On this panel we see some of the more unusual pub names in our region.
The Buccaneer, Brough, is situated off the
Hull to Goole road, near the site of the old
Roman staging post of Peturaria, part of the
Lincoln to York Roman road and the point at
which the legions forded the river.
The inn dates from the mid 18th century, and
was extended twice in the 19th century as a
Station Hotel, Brough, now The Buccaneer

coaching inn and post house. The

Pictures of locally made aircraft at The Buccaneer

outbuildings which housed the post horses and carriages are still standing. Before the railway was built the mail was distributed from here, over a wide
area, by horse transport.
When rail travel was at its height the inn provided hospitality to travellers alighting at the nearby station of the North Eastern Railway. Originally known as
The Buccaneer, Brough

the Railway Tavern, by 1876 The Railway, and later the Station Hotel, it was kept for many years by Thomas Kemp and his wife.

At this time the inn had royal associations when Edward VII, then the Prince of Wales, on leaving his train at Brough, would pick up horses from the Station Hotel while on his way to visit Mr.
Christopher Sykes at Brantinghamthorpe. Before leaving he would throw butterscotch to the landlord’s children standing on the balcony in anticipation.
For many years Brough has been the home of aircraft manufacture, notably the Blackburn Aircraft Company and by 1968 the inn had been renamed The Buccaneer after the company’s famous
low level, high speed strike aircraft. The Buccaneer served with front line squadrons and a surviving example is displayed at the airfield

One of the most attractive villages in the East Riding is Bishop
Burton. Its duck pond and church on the hill overlook the
Altisidora. The Altisidora is named after the horse that won
the 1813 St. Leger and was owned by Richard Watt, the local
estate owner. The inn was previously called the Horse and
Jockey; then the name was changed to Evander, which was
another successful horse belonging to Richard Watt. The inn
was reputed to be called after Altisidora, because the
innkeeper staked all his money and the inn on the horse
winning the St. Leger.
The St. Leger is the oldest of the classic races, and was first
run in 1776 on Cantley Common, Doncaster. In 1778 the race
was named after Lt. Gen Anthony St Leger, a popular
sportsman, and the race was moved to Town Moor, Doncaster.

The Altisidora, Bishop Burton

Information on The Green Dragon, Welton; The Nag’s
Head, Routh; The Ferry Inn, Brough and The Bucaneer, Brough, on this and other panels, has been extracted from “Historic & New Inns of Interest” by Mr.
Bernard Hill and Mr. J.T. Windle.

Sign of The Altisidora

The Triton Inn, Brantingham
The Triton Inn began as a pub around 1754 and in those days
it was called the Wounded Tiger; becoming The Half Moon in
1800. The pub was a well-known coaching inn that was by the
main road to Hull and stood on the Brantingham estate, which
was owned by the Sykes family.
The Triton, an ancient God of the sea from Greek mythology
was included on their family coat of arms, and the pub took its
name from that. There is another Triton Inn in the Sykes estate
village of Sledmere.
The Triton from the Sykes
th
family crest In the early 19 century the pub had

spittoons, wooden high-backed settles
(a long wooden bench with a high back and arms, with maybe
storage under the seat) and a red brick loo. Beer was served in
huge enamel jugs brought from the kitchen.
See Stories panel for more on The Triton, Brantingham.

Some present day East Riding refreshment.

The sign of The Triton Inn
in Sledmere

Why coaching inns?
In an attempt to improve the condition of the country’s roads a system of turnpiking was introduced from the beginning of the eighteenth century. This allowed tolls to be charged for the use of main
roads, the money collected being used for their repair and upkeep. Improvements in the roads led to more travellers and the development of the postal system and the consequent introduction of
mail coaches saw a growth in the size and number of inns providing accommodation, food and a change of horses. The road from Hull to Hedon was turnpiked in 1744 and that from Hedon to
Patrington in 1761 leading to the King’s Head in Hedon becoming a main coaching inn. The Green Dragon at Welton was also an important coaching inn on the road to the west.
Because coaching inns were much larger than alehouses they also served as an important meeting place, social and administrative centres for the local community. The weekly corn market, balls
and auctions were frequently held there - local auctions still take place in pubs today. As well as providing refreshments and a change of horses the innkeeper also sold tickets for the stagecoaches
and thus became an important person in the area. The quality of accommodation and food available at inns varied considerably., whilst some was of a high standard, other inn keepers were more
unscrupulous. One traveller writing in New Sporting Magazine complained that:
“Our travellers had been driven through the passage into a little, dark, dingy room at the back of the house, with a dirty rain bespattered window looking against a whitewashed blank wall. The
table was covered with a thrice-used cloth, was set out with lumps of bread, knives, and two and three pronged forks laid alternately. Altogether it was anything but inviting…..”
However, with the coming of the railways from the 1840s the stage coach started to become obsolete. The inn keeper now lost several important sources of income and the coaching inn lost the
dominant position it had once held.

The Duke of Cumberland, Cottingham
The Duke of Cumberland in Cottingham was not only a hostelry for refreshments but also a coaching inn
between 1814 – 1823. In the early 19th century, coaches had travelled to Hull from the Cross Keys in Northgate,
Cottingham, two per day on Tuesday, Friday and Sunday. After that, the Prince of Wales (later known as the
King William IV) inn in Hallgate organised a service.
The great coach proprietor, William Allison purchased the Cottingham coach from William Short, and
established his service from the Duke of Cumberland in Cottingham. The two-horse coach, resplendent with
jangling harness, well-groomed horses, polished brassware and glistening paintwork, departed from the Market
Stead Green daily at 9am.It took an hour to traverse the 6-mile route to the Black Horse Inn at Hull, carrying six
passengers inside and nine outside. At 5pm the coach left the Black Horse for the return journey. The coach left
Hull on a Sunday at 1pm, returning to the Duke of Cumberland in Cottingham, and departed again for Hull at
6pm. This service continued until William Allison transferred to the Angel Inn in King Street.

Duke of Cumberland, Cottingham

The King’s Head, Hedon
This is one of the oldest buildings in Hedon and is the town’s only surviving Georgian coaching inn, dating from the reign of George III. It has also survived the longest without changing its
name. Queen Victoria’s accession to the throne was proclaimed from an upstairs window and her diamond jubilee was celebrated here with a free public tea. Under the terms of the Hedon
Charter granted by Edward III, the town was allowed to appoint an official aletaster. Ale Tasting Day was celebrated in the King’s Head until 1999. Although the ceremony then lapsed it was later
revived. On the corner of the pavement there is a large stone placed there to prevent the wheels of coaches from damaging the building.

Post card of old Hedon showing the King’s Head

King’s Head, Hedon today

The Coach and Horses is a common pub name
suggesting an origin as a coaching inn

The Malt Shovel, Riplingham
This was situated on the Kirkella to North Cave turnpike, close to the Riplingham toll bar. The
interior was described by Robert Sharp in his diaries in 1829:
“Chimney piece there is none,…in one corner there was a shelf on which was placed that
useful article, a tinder Box, and a shoe brush or two in a recess,… In the other corner was
turned upside down to hinder the dust from entering, a tin can used for airing the ale…two or
three laths nailed to joists displayed a collection of old tobacco pipes…”
However, the opening of the Hull to Selby railway in 1840 led to a decline in traffic using the
road and by the beginning of the twentieth century this inn had closed.

The Nag’s Head at Routh has been a landmark on the
Beverley to Bridlington road for over 300 years. During
the days of the stagecoach it was a centre for all the
East Yorkshire runs: ‘The Highflyer’, ‘The
Accomodation’,’The Rockingham',' The Trafalgar’ and
‘The Royal Mail’ all making their daily return trips to York
The Feathers Hotel, Pocklington

and Hull.

The Feathers Hotel in Pocklington’s market place is an imposing inn, which has serviced
the town’s market and provided stabling for farmers for nearly four centuries. It was also a
coaching inn and managed to preserve this facility well into the 20th century.
The Nag’s Head, Routh

Early Alehouses
In medieval times there were three different types of establishment serving alcoholic drinks: alehouses or beerhouses, inns and taverns. Inns were built primarily to provide lodging and refreshment
for travellers; some of the earliest ones were built by monasteries. They would have several bedrooms and stabling and would provide meals as well as drinks. Taverns were usually found in towns
and would sell not only ale but also wine. As wine was more expensive they usually catered for the better-off and during the eighteenth century they evolved into coffee houses. By far the most
common establishment was the alehouse and very few villages would be without at least one selling locally brewed beer and serving as a meeting place and social centre. Most of them were small,
often just one room of a family house and many alehouse keepers had other jobs. For example, in the 1841 census for Swanland, James Featherstone is recorded as both a beerhouse keeper and
also a carrier.
It was relatively easy to open an alehouse as, until the mid eighteenth century, there was no regulation. Wives and other family members could be left in charge while the owner pursued another
occupation and it was therefore an important form of secondary income for many households. It was also an occupation for widows and other single women who often ran an alehouse in addition to a
small shop. However, by the middle of the eighteenth century, larger purpose-built alehouses were being built and the term Public House gradually took over from alehouse except for the smallest
establishments.

Methods of Dispensing
Until the late 1700’s, beer had been served by gravity direct from the cask in the taproom of the pub. Cool
cellars were brought about in which casks were racked; the landlord or potboys would draw off the beer into
large jugs, return to the bar and pour it into a glass or tankard. This was time consuming and expensive. The
inventor Joseph Bramah took out a patent in 1797 for a ‘ beer engine’, which showed a cumbersome machine
involving re-racking the beer and the use of boxes of sand.
Three years later, Thomas Parkinson patented an hydrostatic engine for the purpose of drawing beer or other
liquors out of a cellar or vault in a public house. Later the system was modified and became more sophisticated,
including a ‘cash register’, which had three, or four handles mounted on the bar, which remained popular until
the 1930’s. Electric motors replaced the handpump, which had two methods: the ‘free flow’ system, which simply
draws beer from the cask whilst switched on; and the metered pump which uses a diaphragm to measure a
preset amount.

The Eagle Inn at Skerne
The Eagle Inn, which is situated in the village of Skerne in East Yorkshire, was
originally called the Board Inn when it first opened for trade in 1822. The name
was changed to the Eagle Inn when Christopher Leybourn took over as proprietor
in 1864. The pub underwent some refurbishment and the Victorian beer pump was
probably installed at this time. The beer engine remained in use right up until the
pub’s closure in 2003. It was one of only ten pubs in the country that had no bar;
drinks were dispensed in the cellar and brought up to customers on trays. This
simple rural pub has been hardly touched for a hundred years or more. Only the
Unique Beer Engine handpumps at the Eagle Inn, Skerne

fireplaces and bay windows in its two plain rooms are more recent. Throughout it’s
181- year history as a public house, the Board/ Eagle has had only 7 licensees.
The Eagle Inn represents a historic form of pub planning and operation, which has

A late 19th century travelling saleman’s
Patent Working Sample Beer engine in
mahogany and brass with a lead drip tray.

all but disappeared. It has since had a Grade 11 listing order on the building, and
sadly the property is falling into a state of dereliction and decay.

Pewter tankards from the collection
of the Museum of East Riding
Rural Life, Skidby Windmill

The Eagle’s Beer Engine after restoration
from www.victorian-breweriana.uk

Inside The Eagle, Skerne

Inside The Eagle Inn, Skerne before it closed

Licensing Laws
Early alehouses sold mainly beer and ale but by the middle of the eighteenth century gin had become more popular as it was cheaper. In an attempt to control the amount of gin being sold and
alleviate the social problems caused by excessive drinking the government imposed high taxes on it but this led to riots so in 1751 the Gin Act was passed. This introduced licensing for all premises
selling alcohol and required them to register an approved name. However, some villages still had numerous licensed premises. For example, when the act was first introduced South Cave had around
eight and Preston had five.
However, some people considered beer drinking to be preferable to drinking gin as it helped the farmers who supplied the barley and malt. The free trade movement also opposed restrictions on the
sale of alcohol. The result was the passing of the 1830 Beer Act. This removed the duty on beer and beer-selling licenses were no longer controlled by magistrates but were available to anyone able to
pay the two guinea fee. Beerhouses registered in this way were also able to brew and sell their own beer and they remained free of the magistrates control until 1869. Inns and taverns were unaffected
as they sold not only beer but also spirits, wine and sherry.
The start of the First World War saw the passing of the Defence of the Realm Act which required alcoholic drinks to be watered down and restricted the opening hours to 12 -3pm and 6.30 -9.30pm.
Although the evening hours were later extended to 11pm the requirement to have an afternoon break was not changed until the Licensing Act of 1988.
This exhibition was researched and produced by volunteer members of the East Riding
Rural Life Project based at Skidby Mill.

Dick Turpin and the inns of Welton and Brough
Richard (Dick) Turpin was baptised on 21 September 1705 in Hempstead, Essex. His father, John Turpin
kept the village inn, known at that time as 'The Bell'. The young Turpin was apprenticed to a butcher in
Whitechapel, but soon set up in business in Waltham Abbey, at the same time marrying a girl named
Hester Palmer. Dick Turpin's method of business was novel and might have been extremely successful, as
he refrained from any of the tiresome and expensive formalities of paying for cattle but simply stole them
and offered them for sale. However he worked on too grand a scale and the story tells that he stole a herd
belonging to one ‘Farmer Giles' – it was traced to his door and he fled. He became part of 'Gregory's
Gang', a notorious band of evil-doers dreaded in Essex, whose hideout was a cave in Epping Forest, and
took part in dozens of robberies at isolated farmhouses. These activities outraged Eighteenth Century
London and every attempt was made to apprehend these villains. The danger for the band increased,
several of them were taken and hanged, and Turpin became desperate. He spent some time in Holland,
but in February, 1737, he was involved in highway robberies in Leicestershire. With the price of Two
Hundred Pounds on his head and a description which was widely known, reading – 'Richard Turpin, very
much marked with small pox, about five feet nine inches high, a butcher about twenty six years of age,' he
Picture of DickTurpin at the Green Dragon

became a hunted man, and moved far from his usual haunts to the East Riding of Yorkshire. He stayed at
The Ferry House Inn in Brough, in Market Cave and North Cave. He finally settled at Welton, where he
posed as a gentleman horse-dealer, selling horses which he stole from neighbouring farmers. His evil

The Green Dragon, Welton, 1500

temper got the better of him, and one day, on returning from a shooting party, perhaps half-drunk, he shot

Welton is remembered

one of his neighbour's fowls, and when reprimanded by this fellow threatened him with murder.

as being the village in

Subsequently HE WAS ARRESTED AT THIS INN (then known as The Green Man) LEAPING FROM A

which Dick Turpin lived

WINDOW IN HIS UNSUCCESSFUL ATTEMPT TO ESCAPE. During the course of their enquiries the

and 'The Green Dragon'

Justices gained evidence of his horse-stealing activities and he was transferred under guard to York

as being the scene of

Castle, where on Saturday April the 7th in the year 1739 he was hanged.

his final capture. The
story goes that under
the name of John
Palmer he set up as a

The Ferry Inn, Brough

horse dealer in
The Ferry Inn dates back to around 1600 but was rebuilt
in 1841. Originally a coaching inn called the Ferry Boat
Inn, it had its own independent brewery until 1885.
Extract from a plaque featured in the Ferry Inn:

Lincolnshire and when
he fell foul of the police then he came to the East Riding and settled eventually at
Welton as a gentleman horse-dealer.
But for his evil temper the ex-butcher and murderer might have died a peaceful death
as a respected member of the community. However in 'The Green Dragon', after a

‘The town is historically notorious for being associated

shooting party in which he had shot badly, one of the party passed the remark that

with the highwayman Dick Turpin. Some time around

Palmer could not hit a barnyard fowl, with the result that Turpin immediately shot a

June 1737 Turpin boarded at the Ferry Inn at Brough,

gamecock owned by the landlord. A Mr Hall, grandfather of the subsequent famous

under the alias of John Palmer (or Parmen). Turpin

master of the Holderness Hounds, remonstrated with him and was told that if he were

travelled between and resided in Brough until his capture

still there when Turpin had reloaded he also would be shot. This affair resulted in

and execution for horse theft in 1739.

Turpin's arrest on a charge of brawling in The Green Dragon Inn, and he was held in

The Ferry Inn is the only actual documented home of

custody pending inquiries as to his antecedents.

highwayman Dick Turpin and is also the place he was

Later in October 1738 he was committed for trial as John Palmer at York Assizes, for

arrested.’

stealing a mare and foal from the Common at Welton. During the four months he was

On his execution Turpin left a gold ring and two pairs of shoes and clogs to his housekeeper.

in York Castle awaiting trial he betrayed his true identity and in March 1739 he was
finally tried as Richard Turpin and hanged at York the following month.

The Feathers Hotel, Pocklington
The Feathers is reputed to be haunted. It had gallows erected in
the yard, and a notorious highwayman was publicly executed
there in 1810 for murdering a servant girl who had worked at the
inn. Since that day, something supernatural has haunted the
hotel.
One landlord recalled an episode as: “Not long ago a gentleman
booked in. I put him into a room upstairs, number 7, but when he came to sign the
register and I gave him the key, he said: ‘ I’m not staying in that room - not after the
terrible experience I had when I was here before’.“
It transpired that he had woken up in this room at about two o’clock in the morning.
There were no screams or shouts, but someone was breathing heavily and someone
was obviously trying to pull somebody down the corridor. The guest wondered if it was
the fellow next door – perhaps he was having a heart attack, but, for some strange
reason he felt unable to do anything about it.”
The odd thing was that the man in the next room was also awake, but he stayed in bed
too. The guest dared not get up in the morning, but later he compared notes with his

The Triton, Brantingham

The Triton Inn, Brantingham

There are tales of hauntings at the Triton. One was of a lady in 18th century dress, perhaps a
parlour maid, in a long black dress and white hat tending the fire in the bar. Another is of a man
seen outside wearing a tricorn hat and old cloak, sitting on a brown horse and looking in the bar
window, supposedly he is looking for his wandering wife!
A common story among older customers is of seeing a man upstairs wailing that he is innocent; the
legend is that the Triton held some form of summary trial in the 1700’s.

neighbour and both had heard the strange sounds, for which there was no logical
explanation”.

Humber Tavern at Paull
The 16th century Humber Tavern at Paull, which rests alongside the river Humber, 6 miles east of Hull, was
unique in the fact that it also functioned as a lighthouse in 1836. The area needed a light and the Trinity
House Commissioners recognised this. They resolved:
‘…that lights be exhibited in the windows of a public house at Paull as a temporary expedient, until the
erection of permanent lights in the neighbourhood under the direction of the Committee for surveying the
Humber.’
In the account book for the period, is an entry:
‘ To James Tindale four weeks rent for a room in his house, the Humber Tavern at Paull, used for the
purpose of establishing a light therefrom for the benefit of vessels navigating the River Humber- £2.’

Humber Tavern, Paull

The Crown and Anchor at Kilnsea
The Crown and Anchor was built around 1850 when the old village of Kilnsea was falling into the sea. The first
landlord of the pub was Medforth Tennison, whose father Edward had been the landlord of an earlier beerhouse in the village. Medforth remained as landlord of the Crown until his death forty years later.
The First World War brought many strangers to Kilnsea, with an army camp at Godwin Battery and another at
Spurn point; the Crown and Anchor had no shortage of customers.
In 1951, the Robinson family bought the business, remaining there for over thirty years. Mrs Mary (Ma) Robinson became celebrated as the oldest landlady in England, continuing with her daughter Pat Stephenson to run
the pub until 1986, when she was well into her nineties.
The Crown and Anchor continues to this day to flourish.
Crown & Anchor, Kilnsea

The Hildyard Arms, Patrington
In Holderness the weekly corn market was held in this inn. It was described by George Head, a writer
and journalist, in 1835.
“Each cornfactor has a separate
room at the inn, so that the farmers
go from one to another, in order to

Hare & Hounds, Burstwick c1950s

Hare & Hounds, Burstwick

The Hare and Hounds, Burstwick

drive their bargains, as it suits

The distinction of being the first recorded

them……the staircase of the inn all

provider of liquor on the Spurn Peninsula

the time is a throughfare, whereon

should perhaps go to an enterprising

the farmers continually stump up

individual, who in the middle of the 13th

and down in their heavy boots, with

century turned a wrecked ship into a

a sample-bag in one hand, and, not

cabin from where he sold food and drink.

Built in the early years of the nineteenth century the Hare and Hounds started off as a smallholding and

infrequently, a glass of hot gin and

stock sales were held there. It is in the business directories from 1840 onwards. It is recorded that Henry

water in the other.”

Beckerman was the licensee in September 1822, he seems to have been the first official landlord.
In the early years it looked more like a house than a pub, the village of Burstwick was much smaller then.
Standing on the east side of the main street at the centre of the village, the pub would have been easily accessible to those villagers who used it as their local.
Burstwick is now much bigger than it was and over the years estates have been built. A local entrepreneur
now owns the Hare and Hounds having taken it over some six and a half years ago, extended it and added
a restaurant. Every Saturday night a live band plays which is very popular.
Anecdotal evidence suggests that there may be a ghost as late at night a female member of staffs has felt a
presence.

Quotes

Glass beer tankards

“...There is nothing which has yet been contrived by man, by which so much happiness is
produced, as by a good tavern or inn.”

Epilogue

DOCTOR JOHNSON

Not everyone was in favour of the village pub. In 1812 Henry Strickland of Reighton Hall
wrote “The number of public houses, which present themselves in almost every village, are

Village pubs nowadays are fast losing trade and closing because of the
popularity of people choosing to drink at home, and the effect of the drink

allurements to deviate from sobriety, economy and domestic comfort which few of the lower

driving laws.

ranks can resist, and it is scarcely possible to point out such simple and expeditious means

In the past, few people would stray from their own village or town, which

of reforming their character, and improving their condition, as that of considerably reducing

created a high demand in the local area for pubs and shops.

the number of these nuisances: leaving only what would be requisite for the accommodation

Many of the surviving village pubs are of long-standing and still continue to

of travellers”

be the centre of the communities that they serve.

When you have lost your inns drown your empty selves, for you will have lost the last of

Pubs in the past would have been used as meeting rooms, and for weddings, funerals, courtrooms

England”

and serving as places of worship.

HILLAIRE BELLOC

This exhibition was researched and produced by volunteer members of the East Riding
Rural Life Project based at Skidby Mill.

Historically, the importance of the local pub was as important to villages as the church itself.

